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Turon Air 4 

Features 

The Turon Air 4 camping tent comes as a complete package. Ideal for 4 persons, the Turon Air 4 
has absolutely no metal pole set up - with integrated tubing including the awning, it allows the 
user to pump from one access valve and includes an overpressure valve - which means this tent 
cannot be over pumped.  

 Integrated air poles – including front awning 

 Three layer puncture resistant design on air poles 

 Peak Height: 2.1m 

 Dimensions: 4m x 3m x 2m 

 Weight: 17.6kg (including all accessories) 

 Power Cord Inlet hole 

 Zippers include tags for easy use 

 Alloy pegs with glow rings 

 Glow in the dark guy ropes 

 Manual Pump: High capacity with low pressure manual 
pump inflating at 2L per stroke (inflate and deflate  

       option) 

 Pegs: 6mm diameter iron pegs (x 15 - base of tent);  two 
way alloy pegs (x 12 - rope points) 

 Carry Bag - all contents pack up to 73 x 36 x 36 (cm) size 

 Repair Patch 

 12 months Warranty 
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Accessories 
 Ground Sheet (120g/sqm - underlay) 

 Removable via zipper flysheet awnings with 
mesh 

 Inner Flysheet 190T 
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- Polyester 230T 

- 3000 PU Waterproofing 

- UV Resistant: SPF30+ 

- Fire Retardant 

- Dust Proof 

- Strong Thermal Performance 

- Aging Resistant 
 
 

 
- Integrated Pole Air system 

- TPU: Thermoplastic Polyurethane 

- 100mm Diameter 

- 600D Oxford Inner Pole Fabric 

- Valves (x 3 access points) 

- Over Pressure Valve ( x 1) 

 

- Oxford 210D, 105g/sqm 

- 2000 PU Waterproofing 

FLYSHEET 

AIR POLES 

FLOOR 

WINDOWS & DOORS 

Specifications 

 

- Polyester 190T (White Inner Flysheet) 
 
- Mesh (x 2 Pockets) 
 

INNER FLYSHEET 

 

-  40g/sqm Mesh 

- Doors (x 1) Front: Mesh and Flysheet 

- Back vented window  

- Removable Zipper awnings both mesh and flysheet 
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